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Abstract
The software business knows the importance of very small enterprises in funding valued goods and services to the economy. As the quality of software increasingly becomes a subject of concern and procedure methods are growing and gaining the confidence of companies. Software process developments are essential to develop the framework and quality of software companies to reach their business purposes. It is a systematic method to increase the capabilities and work performance of software organizations. Established software quality is critical to confirm steadfast goods and services and to increase employee confidence and satisfaction. Single basic idea is to measure the organizations current activity and increase their software process on the foundation of the capabilities and knowledges of the practitioners working in the organization. Thus, in this paper we have defined and explained the software process improvement model which consists of the six basic phases. The new idea is finding in parallel phase and we have to obtain to satisfy the employee specification and flexible working arrangements.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The fundamental belief of software process development is that improving the procedure will lead to improvements in the last framework. A software process can be defined as the way a company grows its Software framework and the steps that are monitored at each phase of the software lifecycle. There are an amount of software process standards in the market with the similar basic objective, to help software companies in handling their software development actions in Order to produce a high quality. The standards list steps that a development group should follow in individual phase of the software making. It similarly provides assistance in making software project estimation, increase plan and calculating worth of software development. Lyytinen and Robey says of a learning failure in the software business. Not only do numerous companies fail to learn and develop from previous knowledge, in time they need similarly learned to expect to fail.

Over time numerous companies have come to expect and approve poor performance though making organizational myths that continues short term optimization. The way with which we grow software influences the quality of the software and hence software procedure is one of the greatest crucial effects in determining the quality of the software. A software procedure is a set of actions, composed with ordering restrictions between them, such that if the activities are did properly and in accordance with the collation constraints, the wanted result is produced. The desired outcome is high quality software at low cost. As separately software development project is an occurrence of the procedure it follows, it is essentially the procedure that controls the expectable outcomes of a project. Software processes play a significant role in organizing dissimilar teams in large managements so that their practices don’t produce out of touch with single another. Preferably, these procedures should combine the necessary for flexibility and creativity, but that balance is hard to reach. A vast majority of software producers, which have not yet executed a way for software process development, are paying high costs of production and systems maintenance, and so, not being on the similar competitiveness equal than companies that possesses a procedure development method.

II. SOFTWARE PROCESS IMPROVEMENT FOR FRAMEWORK
Many systematic attempts must been through to produce software that is additional reliable and of higher quality. Initial in a novel set of ideas on how to increase quality and framework within software engineering was being established below the notion of Software Process Improvement (SPI). Nowadays, SPI wants grow one of the dominant approaches to raise quality and framework in software engineering. SPI is an applied academic field drawing on its roots in together the software engineering and information systems disciplines. The field takes a managerial method rather than dealing straight with the methods used to write code, and it contracts primarily with handling software firms to improve their practice.
A. Software Process Improvement Small Company (Spisc)

The SPISC-Model is a structure that might be applied by minor software administrations to contribute them in improving their software procedures. It defines important elements, which is essential in order to attain an effective software method. The SPISC-Model is founded on stages as well as an iterative model which is successful in establishing particular cum generalized set of procedures at the discretion or will of minor scale industries. The primary two blocks are of main concern in which the SPISC structure is implemented which displays main cost cut offs, less rework, less mistakes, fewer delays, better quality products. In the SPISC Ladder next crossing the primary step, the product quality develops.

B. Project Management

The Project Management Phase is the application of knowledge, services, tools, and methods to project actions to meet project necessities which establish the project, and co-ordinate and achieve its resources to produce a product or deliver a facility which satisfies the employee. The Engineering Stage contains of processes that directly specify, implement, or continue a system and software product. The Business Procedure Enhancing Phase concentrates on Development in Business Processes similar cost benefit analysis, measureable feedback, refining standard software procedures, executing better procedures effectively and also the human aspects.

C. Supporting Set

The Supporting Set contains of doings which allow and support the performance of the other procedures on a project. The supporting actions can be employed at numerous life-cycles and can be executed with different Stages of Process models.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

From the start, the organization displayed an originative attention in quality and quality administration substances. In addition, the company’s economical foundation is for a limited period mostly based on EU support for the growth of new businesses. In its business plan, which functions as an agreement with the sponsor, the group has committed itself to make a quality assurance collection or partition and it is determined that some of the support essentially has to be used for this objective.
Management therefore, continuously explores the market together with respect to increase the product and to improve its business procedures and took contact with the university as they had caught about research there concerning software process improvement. The development project is still going on and is subject of a longitudinal study.

A. Intellectual Approach

This approach contains six level stage of organization behavioral to complete the software process.

- Starting Phase
- Identifying phase
- Developing Phase
- Performing Phase
- Parallel phase
- Control Phase

1) Starting Phase

As a significance of the early contact, a start-up meeting among company administration and university individual took place. On that meeting management specified their vision for their organization as a business recognized for high quality products founded on professional craftsmanship. So they required to need all basic work practices recognized and kept below control as soon as possible, particularly with regard to the expected growth of personal. The researchers explained how a development project might look like. The complete objectives as specified by management provided the initiative a long-term perspective. To establish a short-term perspective as well, these were refined on that meeting. While management was maximum concerned by a measurable profile of the organization and common project and quality organization performs, the project leaders were maximum interested in concrete project scheduling and estimation ways.
FIG 5 Development Stages of SP Model for Small Software Firm

1. Literature review
   - Determine the small software firms characteristics
   - Investigate the problem of SPI critical success factors in software small

2. Discuss the software process developments model for small firms depending on the SPI critical success factors
3. Discuss the software process improvement model to choose the near one model for small firm depending on the characteristics of small firms

4. SPI model
5. SPI model

6. Compare the chosen software development process model with the selected SPI model
7. Missing activities of selected SP model
8. Modify the selected SP model to achieve the selected SPI model depending on the activities of other models
9. Determine the requirement of new SP model

10. Put the questionnaires to check the new model requirements in small firms using the selected SPI models questionnaires
11. User requirements
12. Modify the selected SP model as a user requirement and SPI selected model

New model
3) Developing Phase

The transition among this stage and the previous one was someway blurred. The performance of the diagnosis results went, as described above, beyond a mere account of possible developments: it limited the distinction among acute difficulties and principle ñ process-centered - difficulties and utilized a specific model to explain their relationship and their result. These were together used again through the performance of the three main tasks the SEPG worked upon in this phase, namely a further refinement of the development proposals, a prioritization of the suggestions and the development and documentation of the last plan for action. The main parameters for the prioritization were to delimit extra economical resources and to delimit the extra workload for the employees. Through assignment in the now known life cycle model for the product growth it had develop clear which development suggestions fitted best to which development doings. Thus, due to the fact that the following actual life cycle activity in the growth project was testing the first version of the product, quality assurance which had been judged weak became the maximum priority together with the actual introduction of the life cycle perfect.

4) Performing Phase

The primary movement in the performing stage, which can also be considered as an developing action was the founding of the two working groups (TWGs ñ Technical Working Collections in terms of the model) which must effort with two of the acute problematic areas. In accordance with the organizations work procedures, all conference participants, thus all employees of the R & D department were in line with their own preferences allotted to one of the two temporary project groups. The SEPG members planned dates for first group meetings and selected one person as responsible for the preparation of that meeting. The SEPG members also participated in the primary meeting of each group. The meeting group wanted two additional sessions to grow a solution, whereas the code documentation group only met once more. Finally, on a common meeting the two groups informed each other and accepted the prepared suggestions. The complete procedure took one week and the remaining period was used to pilot and to implement the novel procedures. No special action had to be occupied for these tasks as all employees had been involved in the definition process.

FIG 6 Developing Phase
5) **Parallel Phase**

The concept of parallel phase implies a long-term viewpoint on software processes. In this view, the detailed definitions of individual steps in a software process are more important than the overall scope and configuration of the process considered as a system. Over the long term, factors such as the sources of change to the software product and the nature of the feedback paths in the process become more influential; these are also important factors in software evolution. Conversely, factors such as the choice of programming language or the use of specific software engineering techniques, like design reviews or code inspections, become less influential. Thus a parallel phase viewpoint has strong similarities, and complements, a software evolution viewpoint. They share many concerns e.g. system maintainability and modelling techniques e.g. system dynamics, but differ in whether the viewpoint’s focus is on the process or its product.

We use the period parallel procedure assortment to mention to the occurrence of diverse software procedures operating simultaneously. This type of procedure assortment is often found in projects that span through company limitations, and it has its greatest severe control when software from extra than one project companion is to be combined composed. This segment proposes a model for accepting its highest dimensions.

a) **Part Variation**

In the simplest kind of software project, the parts of employee, designer and user are incorporated in a solitary person. Though, as projects intensification in difficulty, these parts tend to discern in two ways.

1. The numerous practical parts (employee, developer, maintainer etc.) developed extra separate and perform as separate stake holders in the system, each requiring distinguishing purposes, distresses and imports.

2. Specific parts developed common by individuals, teams or establishments, which may have dissimilar concepts almost how the part must be approved out.

Mutual types of difference can prime to parallel procedure assortment. At any instant, the numerous units (individuals, teams, departments) inside a group may be complicated in:

- Execution dissimilar procedures (because the components occupy dissimilar parts, e.g. maintainer, product-line designer, employee); and/or
- Performing the similar procedure in dissimilar methods since the components have dissimilar cultural or professional methods to the role’s responsibilities, e.g. programmers and practical novelists creating system certification.

b) **Racial assortment**

As a manufacturing product, software is affected by the situation in which it is formed. An assortment of sociological issues e.g. the socio-cultural backgrounds of team associates, the structure and business performs of establishments may lead to modifications in the procedures that sides use to produce software realize for instances. Thus cultural variety of numerous classes can main to parallel diversity in software procedures. This develops maximum deceptive in multi-team developments, where parts of software from dissimilar groups essential to be combined into one system.
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6) Control Phase

The two process improvement specialists assessed the complete process and formed an extra report. The report specified that the single development, which really had been institutionalized, were the meeting performance procedures as all meetings now had an agenda and minutes. In the start everybody followed the code documentation guidelines, but after a while some employees stopped using them. According to one project leader this was due to period pressure and lack of control. In general, organization liked things as little administrative as possible, while the developers themselves would must like a little extra formalism. However both collections considered the project an achievement and the lessons learned, together with a refined action plan have been used to continue the development effort of the group and to present the novel, above mentioned processes and procedures. Extra than a year after the early project, the two process development specialists are still full-time employed by the business and work there as process improvement specialists.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This methodology was tested in a software concern with small scale projects with the same project have been tested with parallel phase. Our proposed model produces better result in employee satisfaction for standard deviation and description analysis as well as software process improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfaction domain</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job mission and evaluation system</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work environment</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction about working at SQU</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary progression</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>0.832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office services</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration system</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General services</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.612</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Means and Standard Deviations of Staff Job Satisfactions

Graph 1 Flexibility of Work
V. CONCLUSION

Next doing the interview for the managers and the coordinators and the poll for the employees, it was noticed that the company below study is facing some difficulties connected to lack of inspiration and lack of working enthusiasm in their employees. Later the analysis of the poll for the employees, the highest reasons was recognized training, workloads and salary was the principal issues that affected inspiration. Examining the results, it was seen that particularly the newest employees are requiring extra difficulties with the company.

It is problematic for them to balance their individual goals and their wants with their workloads. Extra significant factor is the training programs, since the newest employees are not feeling maintained by the company in terms of working skills. The third factor is the salary, which someway might not spread their prospects. Concerning the salary, the rewarding system should be changed. The novel rewarding system should be based on an objective plan and timeline of each employee to determine productivity and an equal benefit.

To deal with the problem of the workload, a new workload analysis system should be developed in order to achieve three objectives in: Time, Effort and Resources. This system will help the company to detect the problems of performance, to reorganize the team, to distribute the workloads and to accomplish the better results. In terms of training, the company should be more engaged with the Human Resource Department and the coordinators of every section, trying to understand more their necessities connected with knowledge and to deliver them effective trainings. By this way, the company can maximize their budget concerning their investments in training courses for the employees.
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